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Abstract—The amorphous oxide thin-film transistor (TFT)-
oriented simulator [subgap Density of states (DOS)-based
Amorphous Oxide TFT Simulator (DeAOTS)] is proposed, imple-
mented, and demonstrated for amorphous indium–gallium–zinc–
oxide (a-IGZO) TFTs. It only consists of parameters having
their physical meanings and is supplied with concrete techniques
for parameter extraction. Among the physical parameters, the
acceptor-like DOS gA(E) was experimentally extracted using
the multifrequency C–V technique, whereas the donor-like DOS
gD(E) and the doping concentration ND were extracted us-
ing numerical iterations. The simulation result reproduces the
DOS and thin-film-thickness-dependence of dc I–V characteris-
tics very well. Compared with the previously reported a-Si TFT
models, the proposed DeAOTS model not only reflects the strong
VGS dependence of the effective mobility (µeff ) but also clarifies
the relations between process-controlled DOS parameters and
dc I–V characteristics based on experimentally extracted DOS
parameters. Also, it sufficiently takes into account the peculiar
situation of amorphous oxide TFTs where the free-carrier charge
can be larger than the localized one out of the total induced charge.
Moreover, it reproduces the measured electrical characteristics
within the wide range of VGS/VDS with a single equation, not
distinguishing the operation regions such as the subthreshold,
linear, and saturation regimes.

Index Terms—Amorphous indium–gallium–zinc–oxide
(a-IGZO), dc I–V model, density of states (DOS), oxide thin-film
transistor (TFT)-oriented simulator, thin-film transistors (TFTs).

I. INTRODUCTION

CONVENTIONAL flat panel displays based on active-

matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs) are widespread

in a variety of products, including computer monitors, televi-

sions, and mobile devices such as cellular phones and personal

digital assistants. Moreover, very recently, innovative flexible

displays based on active-matrix organic LEDs (AMOLEDs)
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have attracted much attention in the perspective of electronic

paper and wearable computing media applications. While a

higher resolution becomes a strong requirement in AMLCDs,

limitations of hydrogenated amorphous Si (a-Si:H) thin-film

transistors (TFTs), such as the visible light sensitivity, the

low field-effect mobility (µFE), and the threshold voltage shift

(∆VT ) under OFF state, have reduced the pixel aperture ratio

and the driving capability for some applications. Most of recent

challenging issues on the display pixel circuitry have been

focused on reducing and/or compensating the ∆VT of a-Si:H

TFTs under the pixel operation [1]–[5]. Unfortunately, in addi-

tion to the low µFE of a-Si:H TFTs, the more-complex circuit

scheme for the ∆VT compensation makes it more difficult to

integrate driver circuits on the panel in the AMLCD technology,

which is very important for cost reduction and more-efficient

pixel design. Even though it is widely used in AMLCDs, the

a-Si:H TFT backplane has not gained headway in AMOLED

displays. Many researchers paid their attention on low-

temperature poly-Si (LTPS) TFTs for integrated driver circuits

on the panel since it provides superior device performances

with higher µFE and more-stable device characteristics than

a-Si:H TFTs. However, their uniformity over a large area has

been expected not to be promising in a high-level yield for

manufacturability. On the other hand, the hurdle of stability

and reliability in pentacene-based organic TFTs has made them

more and more unacceptable in the AMOLED display.

Based on these backgrounds, there has been a great interest

in TFTs made of metal–oxide–semiconductors over the last

several years [6]–[8]. This is mainly due to unique advan-

tages of metal–oxide–semiconductor TFTs, such as visible light

transparency, large-area uniform deposition at low temperature,

and high carrier mobility. However, conventional metal–oxide–

semiconductors based on zinc oxide (ZnO) are polycrystalline

in nature, even at room temperature (RT). The grain boundaries

of such metal oxides could affect device properties, uniformity,

and stability over large areas. To overcome this issue, a new

ternary oxide material composed of In, Ga, Zn, and O has been

proposed as a channel layer in TFTs [9], [10]. The amorphous

indium–gallium–zinc–oxide (a-IGZO) thin film can more eas-

ily form a uniform amorphous phase while maintaining high

carrier mobility like most oxide semiconductors. Therefore,

a-IGZO TFTs have emerged as one of the promising candidates

substituting a-Si:H, LTPS, and organic TFTs as switching/

driving devices in AMLCDs and/or AMOLED displays. More-

over, very recently, various display backplanes driven by

a-IGZO TFTs have been demonstrated [11]–[14].
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As the demand for various innovative applications explo-

sively increases, the device model and simulator become in-

dispensable for process optimization and accurate design to

maximize the merits of a-IGZO TFT-based circuits. In com-

parison with the model and the simulation framework based on

commercial technology computer-aided design tools [15]–[17],

as well as the consideration of the process/structure/layout-

dependent characteristics, the amorphous oxide TFT-oriented

model and simulator should have following features:

1) It must consist of the parameters having their physical

meanings (not fitting parameters).

2) The bias dependence of intrinsic channel mobility µCH

must be fully incorporated.

3) Concrete techniques for parameter extraction have to be

supplied.

4) Most preferably, a quantitative self-consistency with ex-

perimental data must be guaranteed.

5) In order to gain a physical insight into the TFT optimiza-

tion, the degradation mechanism, and the effect on cir-

cuit performances, the influence of the process/structure/

layout-controlled parameters on device performances

should be characterized as simple and fast as possible.

In this paper, from these viewpoints, the subgap Den-

sity of states (DOS)-based Amorphous Oxide TFT Simulator

(DeAOTS) is proposed, implemented, and demonstrated for

a-IGZO TFTs. It consists only of parameters having their

physical meanings and is supplied with concrete techniques for

parameter extraction. In the DeAOTS model, furthermore, the

quantitative agreement with the measured dc I–V characteris-

tics is self-consistently guaranteed.

The DeAOTS model itself is based on previous works on

the a-Si:H TFT model [18]–[22]. However, the following are

observed in the existing a-Si:H TFT models: 1) the relations

between the subgap DOS and the effective mobility (µeff) are

not clear because the effective mobility is described by fitting

equations, such as µeff = µ0 × ((VGS − VT )/VAA)γ ; 2) the

assumption that the localized charge, not the free-carrier charge,

accounts for the majority of the total charge induced by VGS is

widely used; 3) it leads to the weak VGS dependence of µeff ;

and 4) they have applied individually different equations to each

operation region including the subthreshold, above threshold,

linear, and saturation regimes, respectively. On the contrary, the

DeAOTS model proposed in this paper calculates µeff at a given

location based on experimentally extracted DOS parameters to

reflect a strong VGS dependence of µeff , as well as to clarify the

relations between process-controlled DOS parameters and µeff .

Moreover, it sufficiently takes into account the peculiar situ-

ation of amorphous oxide TFTs where the free-carrier charge

can be comparable with or larger than the localized one out

of the total induced charge. Also, it reproduces the measured

electrical characteristics within a wide range of VGS/VDS with

a single equation, not distinguishing the operation regions.

II. DC I–V MODEL BASED ON THE 1-D FIELD SOLVER

The acceptor-like subgap DOS [gA(E); in eV−1cm−3] of

a-IGZO thin films can be experimentally extracted from the

optical response of C–V characteristics [23]–[25] or the

multifrequency response of the C–V characteristics [26] of

n-channel a-IGZO TFTs. Assuming an exponential distribution

of the deep states, it can be modeled as

gA(E)=NTA×exp

(

E−EC

kTTA

)

+NDA×exp

(

E−EC

kTDA

)

. (1)

Here, it should be noted that four gA(E) parameters (NTA,

NDA, kTTA, and kTDA) are not fitting parameters but physical

and extractable parameters because they can be experimentally

extracted using [23]–[26]. If necessary, Gaussian-distributed

deep states in gA(E) can be also easily incorporated into the

DeAOTS. Also, the ionized donor concentration N+
D , which

is controlled by the oxygen vacancies VO, is assumed to be

uniformly distributed. Here, it should be noted that, if necessary

(although it is neglected here for simplicity), the donor states

resulting from VO (gOV(E)) can be also easily incorporated

into the DeAOTS C language-coded module instead of N+
D (it

was assumed to be Gaussian distributed in [16]). In addition,

the donor-like DOS [gD(E); in eV−1cm−3] was presumably

modeled as

gD(E)=NTD×exp

(

EV −E

kTTD

)

+NDD×exp

(

EV −E

kTDD

)

. (2)

Therefore, the four gD(E) parameters (NTD, NDD, kTTD,

and kTDD) can act as fitting parameters, in contrast with the

gA(E) parameters.

On the other hand, the flat-band voltage VFB and EFB

(defined as the energy difference between the Fermi level EF

and the conduction band minimum EC at the VGS = VFB con-

dition) are calculated below. Fig. 1(a) shows the energy band

diagram (EBD) at the VGS = VFB condition. For example, as-

suming that the gate is made of molybdenum, VFB is calculated

from the work function difference φMo − φIGZO and the charge

density per unit area in the gate oxide Qox, as described by

VFB = φMo − φIGZO − Qox

Cox

φMo − φIGZO = (χMo − χIGZO) − EFB

q
(3)

where Cox = εox/Tox and Tox are the capacitance per unit

area and the thickness of gate oxide, respectively. Also, the

work function difference is determined by the electron affinity

difference (χMo − χIGZO) and EFB, as described by

EC
∫

EV

gD(E) [1−f(E)] dE−
EC
∫

EV

gA(E)f(E)dE

− nfree(EF )+N+
D =0 (4)

in which Qox is assumed to be negligible. EFB works as a

reference energy level in the calculation of the VGS-modulated

potential φ(x, VCH(y)) = φ(x, y) at a given location and

energy band, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Here, x and y are the

position coordinates along the channel depth and the channel
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Fig. 1. (a) EBD at the VGS = VFB condition and (b) illustration of VGS-modulated EBD at a given location y = y0. (c) Cross section of the TFT with definitions
of a local potential φ(x, VCH(y)) = φ(x, y), (EC − EFn)(x, VCH(y)), and VCH(y).

length direction, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(c). If N+
D ,

gA(E), and gD(E) are given [because gA(E) is experimentally

extracted, only five parameters (NTD, NDD, kTTD, kTDD,

and N+
D ) will play the role of the actual fitting parameters],

EFB can be calculated by (4) with TIGZO = thickness

of the a-IGZO thin film, EV = valence band maximum,

and f(E) = Fermi–Dirac distribution function. Here, the

free-electron charge density nfree is given by

nfree (x, VCH(y)) =
2√
π

NCF1/2(ηF )

F1/2(ηF ) =

∞
∫

0

√
η

1 + exp(η − ηF )
dη

ηF (x, VCH(y)) =
(EFn − EC) (x, VCH(y))

kT

=
qφ(x, y) − qVCH(y) − EFB

kT
(5)

where EFn = electron quasi-Fermi level, VCH(y) = potential

difference (i.e., describing the EFn lowering by qVCH(y) due

to the applied VDS) along the channel length direction with the

definition in Fig. 1(c), and F1/2 = the Fermi–Dirac integral.

Then, it is given that VCH(y = 0) = VS (near the source

region) and VCH(y = L) = VD (near the drain region). Here,

if the surface potential φS is defined as φ(x = 0, VCH(y)) =
φ(x = 0, y), VCH(y) plays the role of increasing φS from

y = 0 to L. However, EFn is also lowered by qVCH(y);

consequently, nfree decreases from y = 0 to L, as shown in

(5). In addition, it is noticeable that, even though VCH(y) is

not given as the exact function of y, the double integrals in

(14)–(16) can be numerically calculated with a given VDS.

In the DeAOTS model, EFB is self-consistently calculated

from the experimentally extracted gA(E), the assumed gD(E),
and the assumed N+

D while maintaining the consistency be-

tween (4) and (5). Fig. 2 shows the relation between EFB

and the DOS. For instance, the increase in gA(E) leads to

a larger EFB in order to keep the charge neutrality, and the

increase in gD(E) leads to the opposite. Therefore, the EF

level at the VGS = VFB condition is a strong function of N+
D ,

gD(E), and gA(E). Here, gA(E) and gD(E) are designed to be

controlled by the fabrication process, and N+
D is designed to be

controlled by adjusting the concentration of oxygen vacancies

(e.g., adjusting the O2 partial pressure in the deposition process

of the a-IGZO thin film). Increasing N+
D makes EFB smaller

as is the case for gD(E), which makes the a-IGZO thin film

more conductive because small EFB means higher nfree at

VGS = VFB [as seen in (5)].

In addition, a 1-D field solver was developed in order to

calculate φ(x, y = y0) from gA(E) and gD(E) at a given lateral

location y = y0, where y0 is a constant (0 ≤ y0 ≤ L). The cal-

culation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3. First, it is preassumed

that gA(E) and gD(E) are known (as aforementioned, gA(E)
is experimentally extracted, and gD(E) is fitting parameter).

Second, in order to derive φB(φS) at a specific surface potential

φS [i.e., φ(x = 0, y = y0)], the back potential φB [i.e., φ(x =
TIGZO, y = y0)] is assumed. Third, the a-IGZO thin film is di-

vided into infinitesimal sectors ∆x along the vertical direction,
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustrative relation betweenEFB and DOS. The increase in (b)gA(E)or (c)gD(E) self-consistently makesEFB larger or smaller in the DeAOTS model.

Fig. 3. Illustrative procedure of calculating E(x, y = y0) and φ(x, y = y0) using the 1-D field solver, which is initiated from the calculation of the charge
density ρ from a given gA(E) and gD(E). (a) The electric field EIGZO(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0) and the potential φ(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0) are
calculated by the numerical integration with the assumption of EIGZO(x = TIGZO, y = y0) = 0. (b) ρ(x = TIGZO − 2 × ∆x, y = y0) is calculated again
from φ(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0) using (6)–(8). (c) By iterating this procedure from x = TIGZO to x = 0, the surface potential φS is obtained. (d) Initially
assumed value of φB is again adjusted, and all procedures are iterated until the calculated φS from the 1-D field solver agrees with a specific value of φS . In this
way, the self-consistent φB(φS) at y = y0 is finally obtained.

and the charge density ρ(x, y = y0) is assumed to be constant

within a single sector. Then, ρ(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0) is

calculated from φB using

∂2φ(x, y = y0)

∂x2
= − ρ

εIGZO

=
q

εIGZO
[nloc (x, VCH(y))

+ nfree (x, VCH(y)) − N+
D

]

(6)

nloc (x, VCH(y)) =

EC
∫

EV

gD(E) [1 − f(E)] dE

−
EC
∫

EV

gA(E)f(E)dE (7)

f(E) =
1

1 + exp
(

E−EFn

kT

)

=
1

1 + exp
(

E−(EC−EFB+qφ(x,y)−qVCH(y))
kT

) .

(8)

Fourth, the electric field EIGZO(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0)
and the potential φ(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0) are calculated

by numerical integration [see Fig. 3(a)], assuming EIGZO(x =
TIGZO) = 0. Fifth, ρ(x = TIGZO − 2 × ∆x, y = y0) is calcu-

lated again from φ(x = TIGZO − ∆x, y = y0) using (6)–(8)

[see Fig. 3(b)]. By iterating this procedure from x = TIGZO to

x = 0, both φ(x, y = y0) and φS are obtained [see Fig. 3(c)].

Sixth, the assumed value of φB is again adjusted, and all

procedures are iterated until the calculated φS from the 1-D

field solver agrees with a specific value of φS [see Fig. 3(d)].

In this way, the self-consistent φB(φS) and φ(x, y = y0) are

finally obtained with a given y = y0.

Also, the free and localized charge densities per unit area

(Qfree and Qloc, respectively) at a given y = y0 can be calcu-

lated from φ(x, VCH(y)), gA(E), and gD(E) using

Qfree (x, VCH(y)) = q

x=TIGZO
∫

x=x

nfree (x, VCH(y)) dx

= q

x=TIGZO
∫

x=x

2√
π

NCF1/2(ηF )dx (9)
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Fig. 4. (a) VGS-dependent EBD at y = 0 calculated from the 1-D field solver and (b) magnified view of the conduction band minimum EC in the a-IGZO active
film layer.

Qloc (x, VCH(y)) = q

x=TIGZO
∫

x=x

nloc (x, VCH(y)) dx

= q

x=TIGZO
∫

x=x

⎡

⎣

EC
∫

EV

gD(E) [1 − f(E)] dE

−
EC
∫

EV

gA(E)f(E)dE

⎤

⎦ dx.

(10)

Therefore, the self-consistent pair of φB(φS) and VGS(φS)
can be solved from the proposed 1-D field solver through

VGS = VFB+ φs|y=y0
+

Qloc(x=0)+Qfree(x=0)

Cox

∣

∣

∣

∣

y=y0

= VFB+ φs|y=y0
+

εIGZO × EIGZO(x=0)

Cox

∣

∣

∣

∣

y=y0

. (11)

The VGS-modulated EBD around the source region (i.e.,

y = 0), which is calculated from the proposed 1-D field solver,

is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is assumed that VCH(y) = 0 at the

source region (y = 0). The VGS-dependent potential along the

channel depth direction φ(x, VCH(y) = 0) (including the self-

consistent solution pair of φB , φS , and VGS) is observed to be

successfully demonstrated. Particularly, the floating-body effect

with φB is clearly reproduced.

As is the case for a-Si:H TFTs, the VGS-dependent µeff can

be approximated as the functions of µBand, Qfree, and Qloc as

follows [19], [27], [28]:

µeff (x, VCH(y))=µBand×
Qfree(x, VCH(y))

Qfree(x, VCH(y))+Qloc(x, VCH(y))
(12)

µBand is the conduction band mobility. It is noteworthy

that µeff , Qfree, and Qloc are consequently the functions of

φ(x, VCH(y)), gA(E), and gD(E), respectively. In cases of

a-Si:H TFTs, the condition of Qloc ≫ Qfree is satisfied such

that µeff is significantly lower than µBand, which is followed by

the weak VGS dependence of µeff , i.e., nearly constant µeff . On

the other hand, in cases of a-IGZO TFTs, Qfree is so comparable

with or larger than Qloc that µeff is a strong function of VGS,

which results in the µeff comparable with µBand. However, it

should be noted that, although (12) is somewhat empirical even

in the case of a-Si:H TFTs, we found that the measured dc I–V
characteristics of a-IGZO TFTs can be reproduced within the

wide range of the voltage by applying µeff expressed by (12)

in the previous work [23]. Needless to say, when the channel

length of TFTs gets shorter, the effect of the source/drain (S/D)

parasitic series resistance RS cannot be ignored, and in this

case, the error between µeff and µCH increases. In our DeAOTS

model, the influence of RS on µeff is able to become negligible

because the characterized a-IGZO TFT has the sufficiently long

channel length (e.g., L = 30 µm). Therefore, in this paper, the

µeff(VGS) calculated from (12) will be used as the intrinsic

channel mobility µCH in the calculation of the dc I–V char-

acteristics [as seen in (14)], and its validity will be verified

by showing that the dc I–V characteristics calculated from

(14) self-consistently agree well with the measured dc I–V
characteristics (see Fig. 8).

In order to derive the dc I–V model, the drift conduction

current equation is introduced as

IDS = W
dVCH

dy

x=TIGZO
∫

x=0

σ (x, VCH(y)) dx

IDSdy = W

x=TIGZO
∫

x=0

σ (x, VCH(y)) dxdVCH(y) (13)

where σ is defined as the channel conductivity. By integrating

(13) from y = 0 to y = L while substituting the channel poten-

tial VCH for position y in terms of the integral variable, we get

IDS =
W

L

VS+VD
∫

VS

x=TIGZO
∫

x=0

σ (x, VCH(y)) dxdVCH(y)

= q
W

L

VS+VD
∫

VS

x=TIGZO
∫

x=0

µCH (x, VCH(y))

× nfree (x, VCH(y)) dxdVCH(y) (14)
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Fig. 5. Methodologies for the parameter-extracting procedure and the device simulation in the DeAOTS. (a) Parameter initiation step. Actual fitting parameters
are ND , NDD, and kTDD. The other parameters are either determined by the TFT structure (for W , L, TIGZO, and Tox), experimentally extracted [for gA(E)],
or given through previous works (for NC , µBand, NTD, and kTTD). (b) Calculation step for EFB and VFB. (c) φ(VGS, x, VCH(y)) calculation step by using
the 1-D field solver. (d) Calculation step for dc I–V characteristics. (e) Fitting-parameter (ND , NDD, and kTDD) iteration and adjustment step by comparing the
measured characteristic with the DeAOTS-based calculated one. (f) Final step for fixing all parameters.

TABLE I
DeAOTS MODEL PARAMETERS EXTRACTED USING THE PROCEDURE IN FIG. 5

where VS and VD are the source and drain voltages, respec-

tively. By substituting (12) for µCH(x, VCH) in (14), we obtain

IDS = qµBand
W

L

VS+VD
∫

VS

x=TIGZO
∫

x=0

Qfree(x, y)

Qfree(x, y) + Qloc(x, y)

×nfree (x, VCH(y)) dxdVCH(y). (15)

In contrast to a constant mobility in single crystalline semi-

conductors, the µeff of a-IGZO TFTs cannot be out of integral

because it is a function of x by itself. By applying Poisson’s

equation at the interface of a-IGZO/oxide and changing the in-

tegration variable from x to φ(x) (with EIGZO = −dφ(x)/dx),
(15) is redescribed as

IDS = qµBand
W

L

VS+VD
∫

VS

φB
∫

φS

Qfree(φ, VCH(y))

Qfree(φ, VCH(y))+Qloc(φ, VCH(y))

× nfree (φ, VCH(y)) dφ

(

−dx

dφ

)

dVCH(y)

= qµBand
W

L

VS+VD
∫

VS

φS
∫

φB

q
∫ φS

φB

nfree(φ,VCH(y))
EIGZO(φ,VCH(y))dφ

Qfree(φ, VCH(y))+Qloc(φ, VCH(y))

× nfree (φ, VCH(y))

EIGZO (φ, VCH(y))
dφdVCH(y). (16)

We note that the I–V model in (16) is expressed only as the

function of φS , φB , VGS, and VDS. Then, due to the solution

pair of φB , φS , and VGS from the 1-D field solver, the dc I–V
model consequently becomes the function of VGS and VDS.

Here, it should be reminded again that the dc I–V model in (16)

is based not on fitting parameters but on physical parameters

such as µBand, gA(E), gD(E), NC , ND, VFB, and EFB. For

further studies, the incorporation of the RS effect into the

DeAOTS model is underway.

III. PARAMETER EXTRACTION

Fig. 5 shows the methodology for the parameter-extracting

procedure in the DeAOTS. The conduction-band-effective DOS

NC and the band mobility µBand in EC can be conceptually

extracted from the carrier densities nHall and µHall in the Hall

measurement [29]. In this paper, NC , µBand, and gD(E) tail

states (NTD and kTTD) were determined from previous works

by other groups [16], [29]–[32]. They are shown in Table I.

Also, gA(E) was extracted from the multifrequency C–V tech-

nique [26]. Fig. 6 shows the experimentally extracted gA(E),
where four gA(E) parameters are NTA = 8 × 1018 eV−1cm−3,

NDA = 5 × 1016 eV−1cm−3, kTTA = 0.067 eV, and kTDA =
0.8 eV, as summarized in Table I. They are within the

subgap-DOS range consistent with previous works by various
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Fig. 6. Finally extracted DOS parameters of the a-IGZO active thin film.
The measured gA(E) (extracted by the multifrequency C–V technique [26]),
the model gA(E) (fitted with the measured gA(E) raw data), and the
model gD(E) (extracted by using the procedure in Fig. 5) are shown. DOS
parameters are given as follows: NTA = 8 × 1018 cm−3eV−1, kTTA =
0.067 eV, NDA = 5 × 1016 cm−3eV−1, kTDA = 0.8 eV, NTD = 1 ×

1020 cm−3eV−1, kTTD = 0.06 eV, NDD = 1 × 1018 cm−3eV−1, and
kTDD = 0.55 eV.

extraction techniques [15], [23]–[25], [33]–[35]. Then, only

gD(E) and ND are preassumed as appropriate values and will

be finally acquired in the way they are adjusted with numerical

iterations until the self-consistency between the calculated I–V
model [as shown in (16)] and the measured I–V characteristics

is satisfied because they are not yet able to be extracted from

the experimental technique.

At first, the fundamental input parameters such as NC ,

µBand, gA(E), gD(E), and ND are accepted with various

geometrical parameters (e.g., W , L, TIGZO, and Tox) [see

Fig. 5(a)]. Starting from all physical parameters, VFB and EFB

are calculated using (3) and (4) [see Fig. 5(b)]. Then, a self-

consistent solution pair of φB , φS , and VGS is acquired by the

1-D field solver and (11) [see Fig. 5(c)]. Then, the calculation

of IDS(VGS, VDS) is completed using (16) and compared with

the measured I–V characteristics [see Fig. 5(d)]. Until the

calculated IDS(VGS, VDS) model agrees well with the measured

one, gD(E) and ND are adjusted by numerical iterations [see

Fig. 5(e)]. This agreement is accomplished just like the pro-

posed methodology, and now, all of the physical parameters are

completely extracted [see Fig. 5(f)]. Here, it should be noted

that not five parameters (NTD, NDD, kTTD, kTDD, and N+
D )

but only three parameters (NDD, kTDD, and N+
D ) will play the

role of the actual fitting parameters. The origin of neglecting

the effect of NTD and kTTD will be discussed in Section IV. In

addition, the uniqueness of the set of fitting parameters will be

also addressed in Section IV.

In our parameter-extracting procedure, it is noticeable that

quantitative self-consistency with experimental data is auto-

matically guaranteed. At the same time, if gD(E) and ND

can be experimentally extracted, as is the case of gA(E), the

methodology in Fig. 5 also becomes a very strong tool for the

device simulator, satisfying the desirable features enumerated

in Section I. Furthermore, the proposed DeAOTS plays a sig-

nificant role in the TFT process/structure optimization because

all of NC , µBand, gA(E), gD(E), and ND are the process-

controlled parameters.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A brief fabrication procedure for a-IGZO TFTs is given

as follows: On a thermally grown SiO2/Si substrate, the first

sputtered deposition at RT and the patterning of the Mo gate

are followed by the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depo-

sition (PECVD) of the gate dielectric (SiO2) at 300 ◦C. An

a-IGZO active layer (In:Ga:Zn = 2:2:1 at.%) is then sputtered

by the radio frequency magnetron sputtering at RT in a mixed

atmosphere of Ar/O2 (100:1 at standard cubic centimeters per

minute) and patterned by the wet-etch process with a diluted

hydrofluoric acid. For the formation of S/D electrodes, Mo is

sputtered at RT and then patterned by dry etching. After the

N2O plasma treatment on the channel surface of the a-IGZO

active layer, a SiO2 passivation layer is continuously deposited

at 150 ◦C by the PECVD without a vacuum break. Finally,

annealing in the furnace at 250 ◦C is performed for 1 h in a

N2 atmosphere.

Fig. 7(a) shows a schematic of integrated a-IGZO TFTs,

which has the inverted staggered bottom-gate structure com-

monly used in the AMLCD. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the X-ray

diffraction (XRD) pattern of the IGZO thin films deposited

on the SiO2/Si substrate as a function of the heat-treatment

temperature. With increasing temperature, the peak intensity

around 35◦ remained constant up to 600 ◦C heat-treatment in

the N2 atmosphere. All IGZO thin films including as-deposited

ones showed stable amorphous phases, as observed in the

XRD pattern. Fig. 7(c) shows the cross-sectional transmission

electron microscope (TEM) image of the interfaces in the

fabricated IGZO TFTs. The interface between the gate oxide

and the a-IGZO thin film showed quite a smooth morphology.

Structural parameters are given as follows: the channel length

(L) = 30 µm, the channel width (W ) = 50 µm, the gate-to-

S/D overlap length Lov = 5 µm, the thickness of the gate oxide

Tox = 100 nm, and the thickness of the a-IGZO active layer

TIGZO = 50 nm.

Table I summarizes the geometrical parameters and the

DeAOTS model parameters extracted through the procedure

in Fig. 5. More noticeably, the IDS(VGS, VDS) calculated by

the DeAOTS are very well consistent with the measured ones

in Fig. 8(a)–(c). Results verify that the physical parameter

set, which is extracted by the proposed parameter-extracting

methodology, and the implemented DeAOTS model can suc-

cessfully reproduce the measured IDS–VGS and IDS–VGS

characteristics even for the subthreshold region, as well as

for VGS > VT . Particularly, a good agreement between the

measured dc I–V characteristics and the calculated ones

from the DeAOTS implies that our assumption for the neg-

ligible RS compared with that for the channel resistance

is reasonable.

Meanwhile, in order to confirm the feasibility of process

optimization, the gA(E) parameter dependence of the sim-

ulation results from the DeAOTS was investigated, as

shown in Fig. 9. Here, reference parameters are set at

NTA = 7.15 × 1018 cm−3eV−1, kTTA = 0.0845 eV, NDA =
5 × 1015 cm−3eV−1, and kTDA = 0.5 eV. As shown in

Fig. 9(a)–(d), a higher gA(E) clearly induces the degradation

of IDS at fixed VGS, as expected. Because a larger amount
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Fig. 7. (a) Schematics of the integrated a-IGZO TFT. (b) XRD and (c) TEM view of the fabricated a-IGZO layer.

Fig. 8. Measured (a) IDS–VGS curve in linear scale, (b) IDS–VGS curve in log scale, and (c) IDS–VDS curve compared with the simulation results from the
DeAOTS.

of the VGS-induced charge (Qfree + Qloc) is spent for filling

more subgap states, Qfree consequently decreases at a fixed

VGS. In detail, kTTA mainly influences on the subthreshold

swing SS, whereas NTA does on both the threshold voltage

VT and SS. In contrast, changes in NDA and kTDA modulate

mainly the turn-on voltage VON with a nearly invariant SS.

Here, VON is defined as the gate voltage VGS where a sharp

increase in IDS occurs. In addition, a higher ND transforms the

oxide TFT from enhancement type to depletion type, as shown

in Fig. 9(e). Our results show that the DeAOTS efficiently

expects the influences of the process-controlled parameter on

the electrical characteristics of oxide TFTs very well.

On the other hand, Fig. 10 shows the gD(E) parameter

dependence of the simulation results from the DeAOTS. In the

case of n-channel a-IGZO TFTs, since the EF level is located

near EC except under the negatively large VGS condition, EF

always lies on the energy level higher than the energy level of

the donor-like tail state. Therefore, the donor-like tail states cor-

respond to the neutral states, and this means that the localized

charge by NTD and kTTD is zero. Thus, a change in NTD and

kTTD would not affect the dc I–V characteristics of n-channel

a-IGZO TFTs. Fig. 10(a) and (b) reproduce it very well. Conse-

quently, in principle, the parameter extraction method using the

dc I–V characteristics of n-channel a-IGZO TFTs cannot be

good for extracting NTD and kTTD. Of course, the gD(E) tail

state can be extracted using a p-channel a-IGZO TFT. However,

it is well known that p-channel a-IGZO TFTs are very hard to

really implement. In this context, in our DeAOTS parameter

extraction, NTD and kTTD were determined by referring to

the previous work [16], [29]–[32] among four parameters of

gD(E), as aforementioned. Therefore, the extraction of NTD

and kTTD from the electrical characteristics of oxide TFTs is

a very important and challenging issue for further study and is

underway.

In addition, guaranteeing the uniqueness of the parameters

extracted from the DeAOTS model will be another important

issue. In our parameter extraction methodology in Fig. 5, actual

fitting parameters are only ND, NDD, and kTDD. Here, it

should be noted that NDD and kTDD independently influence

on ION and/or SS, and SS under the same VON, respectively
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Fig. 9. gA(E) and doping parameter dependences of DeAOTS-based simulated IDS-VGS characteristics. (a) NTA, (b) kTTA, (c) NDA, (d) kTDA, and
(e) ND dependences. (Inset) IDS–VGS characteristic in log scale. Reference parameters are NTA = 7.15 × 1018 cm−3eV−1, kTTA = 0.0845 eV, NDA =
5 × 1015 cm−3eV−1, kTDA = 0.5 eV, and ND = 3 × 1015 cm−3.

[as seen in Fig. 10(c) and (d)], while ND independently deter-

mines the VON of the transfer curve [see Fig. 9(e)]. Therefore,

the unique parameter set can be extracted based on the parame-

ter extraction methodology proposed in the DeAOTs model if

all of the measured transfer curves (including the subthreshold

region) and if output curves agree with the calculated ones

over a wide VGS/VDS range, as shown in Fig. 8. In reality,

the numerical iterations for gaining the unique parameter set

were tested based on diverse algorithms and showed successful

convergence in most cases. However, a long extraction time

required for fitting with massively measured data should be

resolved in further study.

Finally, the thickness of the oxide-active thin film is another

critical parameter controlling the electrical characteristics of

oxide TFTs. Therefore, the simulation of the TIGZO depen-

dence of a-IGZO TFT characteristics was also demonstrated

using the DeAOTS. Here, the channel thickness Tch is defined

as the region with the free-carrier concentration nfree > nloc.

Fig. 11 shows the simulated IDS–VGS characteristics and Tch

as the function of TIGZO for the characteristic parameters

summarized in Table I. As shown in Fig. 11(a), both VON and

ION increase as TIGZO decreases. This result agrees well with

previously reported works [36]–[38]. As TIGZO decreases, the

ratio of Tch/TIGZO increases, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Partic-

ularly, in a subthreshold condition, the nfree in the Tch region

decreases with thinner TIGZO under the same VGS, which leads

to higher VON. However, ION increases with thinner TIGZO due

to thicker Tch (i.e., low channel resistance). These results verify

that the DeAOTS reproduces the TIGZO dependence of a-IGZO

TFTs very well.
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Fig. 10. gD(E) parameter dependence of DeAOTS-based simulated IDS–VGS characteristics. (a) NTD, (b) kTTD, (c) NDD, and (d) kTDD dependences.
(Inset) IDS–VGS characteristic in log scale. Reference parameters are NTD = 1 × 1020 cm−3eV−1, kTTD = 0.06 eV, NDD = 5 × 1018 cm−3eV−1, and
kTDD = 0.65 eV.

Fig. 11. Calculated TIGZO dependences of (a) IDS–VGS characteristics in log scale (shown in inset, linear scale) and (b) Tch (used parameters are the same
with Table I).

V. CONCLUSION

As an oxide TFT-oriented simulator, the DeAOTS has been

proposed, implemented, and demonstrated for a-IGZO TFTs.

It consists of the parameters having their physical meanings

(not fitting parameters), and concrete techniques for parameter

extraction have also been provided. Most preferably, a quanti-

tative self-consistency with measured I–V characteristics has

been guaranteed. In addition, the simulation results have shown

that the DeAOTS reproduces DOS and TIGZO dependence of dc

I–V characteristics very well. Compared with the previously

proposed a-Si TFT model, the proposed DeAOTS model not

only reflects the strong VGS dependence of µeff but also clarifies

the relations between process-controlled DOS parameters and

µeff by calculating (12) based on experimentally extracted

DOS parameters. Also, it sufficiently reflects the peculiar

situations of amorphous oxide TFTs where the free-carrier

charge can be comparable with or larger than the localized

one out of the total induced charge. Moreover, it reproduces

the measured electrical characteristics within the wide range of

VGS/VDS with a single equation, not distinguishing the opera-

tion regions.

If the models for the RS effect, the interface trap density

Dit, and the parasitic ac capacitance are incorporated into it in

further studies (they are underway), the DeAOTS is expected to

play a significant role in the process optimization and the circuit

design for innovative oxide TFT-based applications such as

display backplane, wearable computers, paper displays, trans-

parent display, solar cell, and 3-D stacked memories.
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